
 

If You See Injured, Sick, or Dead  

Wildlife, Let Others Know About It! 

The next time you see an injured, sick, 

or dead wild animal - report it!  That 

dead squirrel you saw on your hike or 

that sick bird in your backyard are     

valuable observations. No, really, they 

are! Wildlife health event sightings like 

these, no matter how common or small, 

can offer critical clues to help        

researchers better understand the        

occurrence of wildlife disease. 

What is WHER? 

WHER stands for Wildlife Health Event Reporter which is 

a web-based  application set up to record wildlife health 

observations (e.g. injured, sick or dead wildlife) by        

concerned citizens. WHER was developed by the Wildlife 

Data Integration Network. See where wildlife health events 

are being reported near you at www.wher.org.  

Why Collect this Information?  

Early detection of health events is often 

difficult, but with the help of citizens 

WHER can collect timely and useful    

information about wildlife mortality 

events. The information is used to better 

understand wildlife disease patterns and 

their impact on wildlife, domestic animal 

and human health. This helps to guide 

researchers and decision-makers with 

wildlife management and response. 

Did you know…? 

75% of recent emerging infectious diseases in humans began 

as animal  infections and most of them involved  wildlife. 

Share Your Observations 
The system will guide you step by step through the process which 

records important data such as: 

 Date and location 

 Species of animal(s) involved 

 Actions taken (e.g. called authorities, left animal carcass alone) 

 Additional event observations (e.g. recent storm, near           

construction site) and images of species or surroundings.  

Set up an account at www.wher.org today to 

join the effort to spot wildlife health threats!  

Sign up for alerts about where the latest reports are being made! - http://feeds.wher.org 

Public reporting of  wildlife 

health events could lead to the 

detection and containment of 

wildlife disease outbreaks. 

Phone:  608-616-WHER  
E-mail: wher@wdin.org 

www.wher.org 
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